
 

Green Egg Tray Dye

With society development, customers requirement for egg trays become higher and higher.

Except primary color egg trays, egg trays plant are trying to use colorful egg trays to attract customers.

Speaking of colorful paper egg trays, do you know how to make it become colorful?  The answer is egg
tray dyes, these egg tray dyes are mixed with paper pulp and dyeing the paper pulp. 

For different countries and regions, the popular colors are different. For example, in South America,
green egg tray dye is more popular, while in middle east, violet is more popular.

Our factory is specialized in producing various kinds of egg tray dyes for 25 years, and we are providing
egg tray dyes for egg tray carton plants at home and abroad for a long term period.
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In order to get the most suitable green egg tray dye, what should we pay attention
to?

» Choose the real manufacturer as they can give  the quality assurance and fastest delivery date

» Quality strength selection: As the purchaser, you should control the purchasing cost and get more
profit. But price depends on the quality. Then quality selection is  very important.

» Production recipe: such as how much dyes should you put for one ton paper pulp to get the best
dyeing effect?
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Come here, we can solve all problems for you. Most importantly, we can give the most suitable
suggestion as per your requirement.

XCWY Dyes Packing Detail: 25kg net weight in iron drum, fiber drum, carton box,
bags or customized made as per your requirement.

Welcome to contact with us--the Rhodamine B leading manufacturer in China.

Contact person: Miss Jessie Geng

Email:jessie@xcwychem.com

Mobilephone/Whatsapp: +86-13503270825

Product link：https://www.xcwydyes.com/green-egg-tray-dye.html
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